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Breasy is an app for mobile devices that has been fully integrated with Hi!, the 
leading-edge system that revolutionizes cashless payments. 

Backup and data retrieval function (integrated IrDA and Bluetooth®), your 
transactions and day by day activities are even more secure and faster. 

Integrating Breasy with Hi! readers enhances the customer’s user 
experience, ensuring simplicity and effort-free speed during use plus a 
smart queue management.

Customized breaks, storage of favourite purchases in its memory, speedy 
and secure payment, nutritional facts, and much more. 

Many advantages for higher quality breaks on a day to day basis and guaranteed 
customer loyalty. Discover Breasy & Hi! and prepare your company for the 
future of vending.
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Breasy

Makes your 
coffee break 

easy!
Breasy is an application provided free of 
charge for easy, secure payment for any 
product from vending machines with the Hi! 
cashless system installed.
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Select, confirm and Take it Breasy! Breasy, when vending 
is just an app away

Offer your customers the highest protection for each purchase with Masterpass™: they 
will simply store their cards in one secure location, protected by the extra layers of 
security you expect from Mastercard®.

Offer to your customers the maximum protection for each purchase with Masterpass™: 
they will be able to easily save their payment cards in-app, with all the protection you 
expect from Mastercard®.

Breasy is a smart app designed to improve and personalize the purchasing experience 
from vending machines. Enjoy speedy, secure transactions direct from your smartphone: 
buy a cup of coffee even when you’ve just run out of small change and card payment is 
impossible.

You can receive payments directly on 
your bank account, rapidly and with 

full security.

You can have access to the extremely 
advantageous conditions for 

interbank services stipulated by 
Evoca Group.

Vending machines can function 
offline: the transactions flow from the 

data connection on the customer’s 
smartphone. 

Customize Breasy with your own 
colours and logo.

Special promotions can be tailored to 
your customer’s specific needs.

Thanks to Breasy, you can configure 
your very own loyalty program.
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DELIVERY IN PROCESS PAYMENT MADE
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